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down, or honeyed-up, version of what we see today. The emergence of an extremely uncomfortable
awareness - that we are, and have always been, at war - forces one to reconsider all priors. Everything
that I, for one, have always taken for granted must be reevaluated from the perspective of a conquered
people.

To veer slightly off topic, I rememeber as a teenager consuming all sorts of dystopian fiction (Nineteen
Eighty-Four was and still is an absolute favourite) and sort of wishing for the thrill of existing in that
horrifying reality. How much more exciting would life be when lived in secret opposition to a tyrannical
and oppressive regime? From which memory I take two lessons: 1. Be careful what you wish for, and 2.
Never trust that anyone is coming to save you.

I believe that society will continue to fracture along the lines of those who comply and those of us who
can still find it within ourselves to say "No."
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I want to see a pharmaceutical-like commercial for people who "suffer from mild censorship.' Cue
montage of Brett and his wife looking out the window on a rainy day and eventually walking in the
park due to a dose of their own liberal delusions Also, Bob's art reminds me of Bosch.

Of all the dissidents I read, your writing's got actual style Morgoth.
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